
Inducement and Incitement

Western Culture and Institution of Education bases acquisition of learner knowledge on the identity of the

teacher which causes acumen to be understood, computed and processed on a Guilty by Association basis

unless people relinquish control of ownership of reputation and status. To say nothing can result in death. To

not act can result in death. To say something can result in Crocodile Tears. To act can result in trauma. The

lure of Crocodile Tears is why the West has make-believe made-out-to-be PR Mania Mental Ilnness. All

civilized humane lives matter. To say nothing can result in death. To not act can result  in death. To say

something can result in Crocodile Tears. To act can result in trauma. The lure of Crocodile Tears is how the

West has make-believe made-out-to-be PR Mania Mental Ilnness. All civilized humane lives matter. To say

nothing can result in death. To not act can result in death. To say something can result in Crocodile Tears. To

act can result in trauma. The lure of Crocodile Tears is why the West has make-believe made-out-to-be PR

Mania Mental Ilnness. All civilised humane lives matter. To say nothing can result in death. To not act can

result in death. To say something can result in Crocodile Tears. To act can result in trauma. The lure of

Crocodile Tears is how the West has make-believe made-out-to-be PR Mania Mental Ilnness. All civilised

humane  lives  matter.  NSW  Justice  Victims  Services  are  chartered  to  meet  four  needs  of  Victims,

psychological needs, emotional needs, financial needs and relocation needs, but they do not sufficiently meet

all needs of their clients, perhaps because the system is biased and politics is not bipartisan. Western Culture

of Tall Poppy Syndrome downpresses people which causes the depression and anxiety which NSW Justice

Victims  Services  pay off  as  reoccurring cycles  of  systemic Psychological  Trauma Injury Payment  from

which Service fob off the very enabling and healing of Victims! NSW Justice created a Cast Off process of

elimination and annihilation by placing and punishing both Victims and Criminals under impartial judgement

of Culture vulturing and Worship based on Legal precedents and loopholes like snakes and ladders causing

Trauma  and  allowing  Crime. NSW  Justice’s  System  and  State  Culture  of  Cryptology  and  Barbarism

Established Cast Off Catch Accent of Antagonist Communities’ Justice Precinct from Evasive Existentialism

but  should Erect  and Exert  less  Legal  Precedentory Loopholes  of  Law by Accentuation and Accidence

Attitude. Psychology Terms are now based on Computing Jargon. Evasive Existentialism is Mad! It puts the

onus back on the individual without assuming responsibility of Education because the framework Culture of

the Institution of Education is in a Crisis when it should be using Pseudonyms. Psychology Terms are now

based on Computer Jargon. Evasive Existentialism is Mad, putting ownership back on the individual without

assuming responsibility of Education because the framework Culture of the Institution of Education is in a

Crisis  when it  should be  using  Pseudonyms. Late  Modern  Psychology Terms  are  now based on  Latest

Modern to Postmodern Computing/Computer Jargon per se because Late Modern Neuroscience calls the

Brain Cerebral Cortex Central Nervous System a Machine and thus Physics Quantifications are in Terms of

Mathematical Calculations. Late Modern Psychology Terms are now based on Latest Modern to Postmodern

Computing/Computer Jargon per se because Late Modern Neuroscience calls  the Brain Cerebral  Cortex

Central  Nervous  System  a  Machine  and  thus  Physics  Quantifications  are  in  Terms  of  Mathematical

Computations.


